This study describes the development and validity testing of a field measure of transactive memory systems. Transactive memory systems are especially important for teams designed to leverage members' expertise, but field research has lagged because there are no adequate measures of the construct. The author developed and tested a 15-item scale in a laboratory sample of 124 teams, a field sample of 64 Master of Business Administration consulting teams, and a field sample of 27 teams from technology companies. Results from the present study demonstrate that the scale is internally consistent, related to alternative measures and hypothesized causes and effects, and unrelated to theoretically distinct constructs, providing evidence of convergent, criterion-related, and discriminant validity. Suggestions for improving the scale, future validity testing, and possible boundary conditions are discussed.
Many organizations today rely on knowledge assets to differentiate their products and services. One way that organizations leverage these assets is with knowledge-worker teams, whose members use expertise and experience to solve problems and create intellective products. This trend may explain a renewed interest in teams research, particularly in the knowledge processes of teams. One construct especially relevant for understanding team knowledge processes is a transactive memory system (TMS). A TMS is the cooperative division of labor for learning, remembering, and communicating relevant team knowledge (Hollingshead, 2001; Wegner, 1987) . Evidence has been accumulating that TMSs explain team performance in the laboratory (Moreland, 1999) , but there are few studies that have examined TMSs in organizational teams. Field research has been impeded in part because there are no valid measures of the construct suitable to field settings (Mohammed & Dumville, 2001) . The purpose of the present study was to develop and validate a measure of TMSs that can be used to study organizational teams.
Consulting teams, product development teams, research teams, and other cross-functional and ad hoc project teams are a few types of teams that are purposefully constructed to leverage the specialized expertise of individual team members. The value of such teams to organizations can only be realized, however, if team members fully utilize their unique expertise and integrate the differentiated expertise of other members (Nonaka & Takeuchi, 1995) . The TMS construct specifically focuses on utilizing and integrating distributed expertise, making it an especially appropriate concept for understanding how knowledge-worker teams can optimize the value of members' knowledge.
TMSs were conceived by Wegner (1987) , who observed that members of long-tenured groups tend to rely on one another to obtain, process, and communicate information from distinct knowledge domains. Wegner termed this system of cognitive interdependence a TMS. According to transactive memory theory, group members divide the cognitive labor for their tasks, with members specializing in different domains. Members rely on one another to be responsible for specific expertise such that collectively they possess all of the information needed for their tasks. Mutual reliance frees individual members to develop deeper expertise in specialty areas, while still ensuring access to others' task-relevant information. TMSs are thought to facilitate quick and coordinated access to deep, specialized knowledge, so that a greater amount of task-relevant expertise can efficiently be brought to bear on team tasks.
Laboratory research on group TMSs confirms that these cooperative memory systems do exist and that they improve team performance. Research by Moreland and colleagues (Liang, Moreland, & Argote, 1995; Moreland, Argote, & Krishnan, 1996; Moreland & Myaskovsky, 2000) demonstrated that group members who were trained together on a task developed the differentiated and specialized knowledge characteristic of transactive memory and jointly recalled a greater volume of task-relevant information. In contrast, group members who were individually trained on the same task developed more overlapping task knowledge and recalled less information overall. These findings support Wegner's (1987) contention that distributing responsibility for different knowledge domains increases the amount of relevant information available for team tasks.
Group-trained members also appeared to use their understanding of member-specific expertise to access task-relevant knowledge and coordinate task processing. This is consistent with Wegner's (1987) predictions and with other empirical findings that suggest mutual accountability for knowledge in specific domains encourages members to actively solicit information from member experts, ensuring that more knowledge is shared among members and is brought to bear on team tasks (Stasser, Stewart, & Wittenbaum, 1995) . Finally, Moreland and colleagues found that groups who developed TMSs completed tasks more accurately than did other groups, suggesting that TMSs do indeed enhance group performance. If TMSs facilitate access to a greater amount of knowledge, encourage knowledge sharing, and encourage members to cultivate specialized expertise, they should benefit group decision making and performance in organizational teams as well.
TMSs are related to other models that explain team performance in terms of members' knowledge and thinking processes. Those most similar to TMSs include information sampling models (Stasser & Titus, 1985) , which define the conditions and processes that contribute to effective information sharing among team members, and team mental models (Cannon-Bowers, Salas, & Converse, 1993; Orasanu, 1990; Rentsch, Heffner, & Duffy, 1994) . Team mental model theory holds that when members share similar or compatible conceptualizations of the team, tasks, and environment, they are better able to predict others' actions and coordinate their activities effectively and efficiently (Klimoski & Mohammed, 1994) . Mohammed and Dumville (2001) developed an integrative framework that highlights the similarities and differences between team mental models, TMSs, information sampling models, and several other social cognitive concepts that developed from different research streams. The framework describes team mental models as the broader concept and TMSs as addressing a specific dimension of team mental models. In particular, TMSs emphasize members' expertise and mental representations of that expertise but not other mental representations that team members might share about the team, task, or situation. It is this specific emphasis on expertise, however, that makes the TMS construct especially relevant for understanding how knowledge-worker teams develop, share, integrate, and leverage distributed expertise.
The promising empirical results from laboratory studies suggest that TMSs may explain how teams realize the full potential of members' collective knowledge. A valid measure of TMSs appropriate to organizational work teams is critical for advancing such research.
Defining Transactive Memory and TMSs
Transactive memory is memory that is influenced by knowledge about the memory system of another person. The information that one person stores, encodes, and retrieves may be different, depending on whether that information is already available from another person's memory. Retrieving the information stored in another person's memory, however, depends on transactions (communication, interpersonal interactions) between individuals. Furthermore, a person's tacit or explicit decision to learn and remember new information may be based on the expectation of such transactions. Thus, transactive memory develops as a function of a person's beliefs about the knowledge possessed by another person and about the accessibility of that knowledge. Transactive memory itself consists of metaknowledge about what another person knows, combined with the body of knowledge resulting from that understanding.
For example, suppose that John does not remember his Aunt Sara's birthday, but his wife Jane does. Knowing this, John need not learn Aunt Sara's birthday because he can always retrieve this information from Jane. Over time, John may even come to associate "remembering birthdays" with Jane and thus may never need to learn or remember family birthdays himself. What John remembers and learns is influenced by what he understands about Jane's memory; this is an example of John's transactive memory.
A transactive memory system describes the active use of transactive memory by two or more people to cooperatively store, retrieve, and communicate information. Whereas transactive memory exists in the mind of an individual, a transactive memory system exists between individuals as a function of their individual transactive memories. Continuing the example of John and Jane, suppose that Jane relies on John to remember different kinds of information-say, where the postage stamps are kept. When Jane and John want to send a birthday card to Aunt Sara, both Jane and John can access information necessary to complete the task, even though the information is distributed between their individual memories. Jane and John are using their transactive memories to retrieve and combine necessary information; they have created a TMS. Wegner (1987) first introduced the concept of transactive memory to explain behavior of couples in close relationships, and much of the early research focused on comparing memory processes of intimate couples with other dyads (Hollingshead, 1998a (Hollingshead, , 1998b Wegner, Erber, & Raymond, 1991) . Wegner suggested that partners in intimate relationships cultivate one another as external memory aids and develop a "shared system for encoding, storing, and retrieving information" (Wegner et al., 1991, p. 923) . Studies by Wegner and colleagues (Wegner et al., 1991) and Hollingshead (1998a Hollingshead ( , 1998b provided evidence that these cooperative cognitive systems do develop in dyads.
Wegner argued that similar systems exist in groups. Group transactive memory consists of both the pool of individual members' transactive memory (memory influenced by what other members know) as well as members' understanding of who possesses what knowledge. Put another way, group transactive memory consists of members' domains of expertise combined with what members know about member-expertise associations. Like the TMSs of dyads, a group TMS exists when members actively use their transactive memories to draw on and combine others' knowledge to perform a joint task.
Measuring TMSs

Past Measures of TMSs
In empirical studies of TMSs in dyads and groups, researchers have measured the construct three ways, using recall, observed behaviors, and self-reports about members' expertise. Most of the transactive memory research on dyads (Hollingshead, 1998a; 1998b; Hollingshead, 2001; Wegner, 1987) used recall measures. In these studies, the presence of TMSs was inferred from the quantity, content, and structure of what participants remembered individually and with their partners. For example, the extent to which partners recalled information from different domains and then pooled information from their respective domain areas served as measures of TMSs, that is, the extent to which partners used their transactive memory to cooperatively complete the task.
Moreland and colleagues included similar recall measures in their studies of group-level TMSs. They also used direct measures of members' knowledge and beliefs (Moreland, 1999) and mea-sures of three manifestations they considered as evidence of TMSs (Liang et al., 1995; Moreland & Myaskovsky, 2000) . These researchers proposed that TMSs could be discerned from the differentiated structure of members' knowledge (specialization), members' beliefs about the reliability of other members' knowledge (credibility), and effective, orchestrated knowledge processing (coordination). They derived measures of these proposed manifestations from judges' observations of videotaped teams who were assembling electronic radio kits. In each of their studies, an index computed from observations of specialization, credibility, and coordination was positively and significantly related to team scores on procedural recall. Also related to recall and observation scores were direct measures of members' knowledge complexity, accuracy, and agreement about member-expertise associations, suggesting that both direct measures and indirect measures of manifestations can reflect the presence of TMSs (Moreland, 1999) . Although the three measures described above were successful in experimental settings, they have important limitations for assessing TMSs in field settings. The recall measure provides the most direct evidence that partners or team members use others as external memory aids because researchers can analyze what individuals remember (i.e., if individuals remember different aspects of the task) and the extent and content of collective memory (i.e., if the group recalls comparatively more task-related information). The major disadvantage of recall measures, however, is that they depend on tasks being identical across comparison teams and on tasks having known solutions. Similar disadvantages are apparent in judges' observations (because raters must evaluate behaviors specific to the task and task requirements) and in measures of knowledge complexity, accuracy, and agreement because they depend on information specific to the task. The task characteristics that make these measures effective in the lab are unlikely to occur in field contexts. Organizational teams often tackle problems with no unique or known solutions, and their tasks vary across projects and teams, making these measurement strategies ill-suited for field study.
That both direct and indirect measures of manifestations consistently reflected the presence of TMSs is useful for field researchers because indirect measures of manifestations may be easier to obtain in organizational teams. In general, however, past TMS measures do not transfer well to field settings because they have been constructed for controlled settings where tasks are well-understood and do not differ across comparison groups.
Field Measures of Related Concepts
Although there are no field studies that specifically measure TMSs, researchers have been somewhat successful in measuring similar concepts in the field. For example, team mental model researchers have measured team cognition using techniques that evaluate the content and structure of members' mental models and that assess mental model agreement. Thorough reviews of team mental model measurement techniques and issues appear in studies by Mohammed, Klimoski, and Rentsch (2000) , Kraiger and Wenzel (1997) , and Cooke, Cannon-Bowers, and Stout (2000) , so I only present a few examples here. Much of the research that measures team mental models directly has been done in the laboratory where researchers used techniques such as concept mapping (Marks, Zaccaro, & Mathieu, 2000) and network analysis (Mathieu, Goodwin, Heffner, Salas, & Cannon-Bowers, 2000; Stout, Cannon-Bowers, Salas, & Milanovich, 1999) to measure agreement or accuracy among team members' concepts about team-or task-relevant activities. Field research on team mental models includes work by Orasanu (1990) , who examined communication patterns of aircraft crews to assess the similarity of members' models of their task and team, and a series of research studies conducted over a period of 7 years through the Office of Naval Research (Cannon-Bowers & Salas, 1998) . These studies generally focused on how various training interventions (e.g., coordination training, teamwork training, cross-training, leader training) affect the development of team (referred to as shared) mental models. Researchers inferred team mental models from communication patterns, coordination skills, similar anticipatory behaviors, or overlapping task and team knowledge. In one example, SmithJentsch, Zeisig, Acton, and McPherson (1998) used a card-sorting task to evaluate agreement on teamwork mental models following team training on self-correction strategies and skills. Another recent team mental model field study was conducted by Rentsch and Klimoski (2001) , in which multidimensional scaling (MDS) techniques were used to assess members' agreement about teamwork schemas. In that study, members of 41 work teams evaluated the similarity between pairs of event descriptions reflecting teamwork concepts. The researchers used MDS to analyze these pairwise comparisons and provide information about the content and agreement of members' mental models of teamwork.
Field researchers have also measured team mental model agreement by using indices such as the coefficient of variation (Ensley & Pearce, 2001 ) and within-group correlation (r wg ; Levesque, Wilson, & Wholey, 2001) . In these two studies, agreement indices were computed from members' self-reports about individual and team knowledge. Others measured team cognition with aggregated scale scores, including Kilduff, Angelmar, and Mehra (2000) , who measured cognitive diversity in top management teams by using six self-report items about role specialization, power distribution, and consensus about causes of performance, habitual actions, decisions, and process improvements, and Faraj and Sproull (2000) , who used scale scores to measure expertise coordination in software development teams. Their measure included self-report items about the location of expertise, the presence of expertise, and members' willingness to exchange expertise. In both studies, individual-level responses were aggregated to form group-level scores.
Like recall measures, measures of team mental model content, structure, and agreement are direct assessments of team cognition that usually require researchers to specify concepts relevant to the team task and domain in advance (Mohammed et al., 2000) . Researchers have used domain experts (e.g., Kraiger, Salas, & Cannon-Bowers, 1995; Smith-Jentsch, Campbell, Milanovich, & Reynolds, 2001) , in-depth interviews (e.g., Rentsch & Klimoski, 2001 ), technical documentation, or a combination of these (e.g., Mathieu et al., 2000; Serfaty, Entin, & Johnston, 1998) to specify the content domain and develop stimuli for study participants. However, because the content of TMSs includes specific expertise that differs across teams, such measures are infeasible for largescale field studies. In most organizations, tasks vary among teams, making it unlikely that researchers could specify and understand the expertise domain for each team and task being studied. This would be especially impractical for knowledge-worker teams be-cause they are often tasked with developing novel solutions to problems. These measures also limit researchers' ability to compare TMSs between teams working on different tasks or in different knowledge domains. Levesque and colleagues (2001) and Ensley and Pearce (2001) used measures that are more pertinent to a class of tasks (software development projects and strategic decision making, respectively) than to specific tasks per se so that they could allow comparisons between a variety of teams and tasks within a class. These researchers measured agreement from members' self-reports about their expertise. TMSs might be measured similarly-that is, by members' agreement about who knows what. TMSs are at least partly defined by mental model agreement because a shared understanding about members' knowledge is necessary to coordinate and integrate expertise during task processing. Agreement about which members have what expertise, however, only reflects one component of TMSs; it does not reflect the second componentthe set of members' transactive memories. Member-expertise agreement does not necessarily imply that members have divided the cognitive labor for their tasks or that members have developed specialized knowledge based on their assessments of others' expertise, both of which are at the heart of TMS theory. Members' agreement about member-expertise associations is related to TMSs, but does not reflect the entirety of the construct. Faraj and Sproull's (2000) concept of expertise coordination is most similar to TMSs. In particular, their measure of expertise location is consistent with the idea that transactive memory develops from an understanding of what another person knows. The other dimensions-whether the team possesses necessary expertise and members' willingness to bring expertise to bear on tasks-are likely important to the performance of knowledge-worker teams, such as software development teams, and are probably correlates of TMSs. These measures do not precisely reflect TMSs, however, because they do not reflect whether members have developed specialized knowledge and whether they have done so based on an understanding of the content and trustworthiness of others' expertise.
Some noteworthy features of the Faraj and Sproull (2000) and Kilduff et al. (2000) measures are that they consist entirely of self-report items, they are task-independent, and they assess manifestations of the group-level cognitive construct-not the construct itself. These features are especially relevant to field research because self-report items are relatively easy to collect and to respond to and because the task-independent nature of the measures allows researchers to make between-team comparisons. In addition, measuring manifestations of the construct is an effective approach to measuring conceptual abstractions (Spector, 1992) like team-level cognition, and it may be the most feasible way to measure TMSs in the field.
Developing a Field Measure of TMSs
A measure of TMSs must meet two key criteria. First, the measure must be theoretically consistent with Wegner's (1987) conceptualization of TMSs. It must reflect transactive memory itself, as well as the cooperative processes illustrative of transactive memory use. Second, the measure must be appropriate for field settings, feasible to administer and applicable to a variety of groups and tasks. Other field research suggests that a self-report measure of manifestations may be effective for meeting these objectives.
Moreland and colleagues proposed that specialization, credibility, and coordination behaviors reflect the distributed, cooperative memory characteristic of TMSs (e.g., Liang et al., 1995; Moreland & Myaskovsky, 2000) . These behaviors indeed form the basis for inferences about TMSs if (a) the existence of a TMS causes members to develop specialized knowledge, to trust and rely on others' expertise, and to integrate knowledge in a coordinated, efficient fashion, and (b) the manifestations are related because a TMS exists.
The theoretical and empirical research on TMSs does suggest that specialization, credibility, and coordination are manifestations of TMSs. Transactive memory exists when a person understands what another person knows and uses that understanding to develop different but complementary knowledge. Thus, by definition, when members have developed transactive memory, it causes members' knowledge to be differentiated and specialized. Specialized knowledge alone is not sufficient for defining TMSs because members may develop distinctly different knowledge for other reasons (e.g., a lack of understanding or lack of communication about their respective expertise domains). Members will only develop different knowledge if they can rely on others to remember other task-critical information. Absent this, members would likely develop overlapping or redundant knowledge instead of differentiated expertise. Specialization and credibility exist and are related because members have developed transactive memory and thus are true manifestations of TMSs.
In addition to members' transactive memories, TMSs include the processes members use to combine their transactive knowledge (Wegner, 1987) . Research on dating couples demonstrated that partners combined respective expertise quickly and easily, suggesting an effective TMS is manifest in smooth, efficient coordinated action. Coordinated action depends on members having a good understanding of who has what knowledge and how that knowledge fits together (Cannon-Bowers et al., 1993; Hinsz, Tindale, & Vollrath, 1997) , and this understanding evolves as members develop the specialized knowledge and credibility perceptions characteristic of functional transactive memory. Thus, coordinated processes exist and are related to specialization and credibility because a functional TMS exists. The three proposed manifestations do seem to tap the essence of the TMS construct, implying that inferences about TMSs can be made from evidence of specialization, credibility, and coordination.
Synopsis of Research Strategy
I developed and validated the TMS scale in accordance with research strategies recommended by Spector (1992) and DeVellis (1991) . The recommended steps are to define the construct, design and review an initial scale, administer the items to a large sample in order to develop an internally consistent scale, and then begin scale validation using other samples.
Defining a Group-Level Measure
Although a TMS is a group-level phenomenon, it exists as a function of the structure, content, and credibility of members' individual knowledge, implying that it may be appropriately mea-sured at the individual level. A key concern is whether it can be assessed from an aggregation of individual members' responses to the scale. In other words, is a sum or average of member responses a meaningful team-level indicator of the TMS construct?
Conceptual justification for aggregation. In general, items that focus members' responses on the team remain meaningful when aggregated. For example, if one sums members' responses to the item, "Different team members are responsible for expertise in different areas," the aggregate represents the extent to which members believe the team has developed the specialized and differentiated expertise characteristic of transactive memory. Lower aggregate scores imply that some members do not believe team expertise is specialized, and presumably, that some members have not developed differentiated transactive memory. Higher aggregate scores reflect highly differentiated knowledge and presumably a functioning set of transactive memories. Because both high and low levels of the aggregated item remain consistent with the definition of the specialization dimension, aggregating this item is conceptually justified.
Because a TMS exists as a function of members' transactive memories, some of the scale items may be worded to address perceptions that affect a member's own transactive memory. One such item is "I trusted that other members' knowledge about the project was credible." Is an aggregation of members' responses on this item meaningful? If most members agree with this statement, then the aggregated score will be high, indicating a high level of mutual trust and reliance on one another's expertise. Mutual reliance is necessary for developing transactive memory and for integrating members' transactive memory during task processing. Thus, high aggregate levels of this item do reflect the credibility manifestation of TMSs. Lower aggregate scores suggest some or all members do not feel they can rely on others' knowledge. If one member does not believe he or she can rely on others' knowledge, then that member will not develop specialized and complementary expertise, reducing the amount of specialized knowledge brought to bear on the team's tasks and compromising the team's ability to smoothly coordinate team processes. Thus, lower aggregate scores of this item are meaningful, reflecting lower levels of the trust that is essential to a functioning TMS. Other items that focus respondents on their own perceptions behave similarly, with both high and low aggregate scores remaining true to the intent of the construct.
Aggregate scores falling in the midrange likely imply that a TMS is not efficient (e.g., if one or more members have not developed specializations) or that the TMS is not fully developed. TMSs develop as members learn about one another's expertise, but the rate and depth of this learning could vary from team to team. In all, both team-focused and member-focused scale items appear to be meaningful when aggregated to the team level of analysis.
Statistical justification for aggregation. I examined the statistical adequacy of aggregation by within-group agreement, using the r wg statistic (George, 1990; George & James, 1993) . This index is appropriate for establishing the validity of a measurement model (Bliese, 2000) . The r wg statistic measures the degree to which individual ratings within a team are interchangeable, with median r wg values of .70 or greater providing evidence of acceptable agreement among member responses on a scale (George, 1990; Janz, Colquitt, & Noe, 1997) . Following recommendations by Bliese (2000) and George (1990) , I reported the range of r wg values and the percentage of values above and below .70.
Overview of Validation Analyses
The next step after developing an initial scale is to test the scale in a large sample to determine the internal consistency of the scale and to confirm its dimensionality. Once an internally consistent scale is established, validation testing can proceed with hypotheses about interrelated constructs and about the candidate scale (Spector, 1992) . Evidence of validity is provided by convergent validity (the extent to which the scale measures what it is intended to measure), discriminant validity (the extent to which the scale measurements differ from measurements of dissimilar constructs), and criterion-related validity (the extent to which the scale is related to its theoretical causes, correlates, and effects; DeVellis, 1991; Nunnally & Bernstein, 1994) . I examined each of these in three studies-including a laboratory study that links the new scale to past TMS measures-and two field studies; one examines Master of Business Administration (MBA) student consulting teams and the other examines high-technology teams. Similar results in these different samples would provide strong evidence that the TMS scale is valid.
Preliminary Scale Development
The conceptual descriptions of a TMS suggest it is multidimensional, manifesting in specialized knowledge, credibility perceptions, and coordination processes. I wrote items for a TMS scale based on these conceptual definitions and designed the scale to meet criteria for field settings. The initial scale consists of three five-item subscales (one subscale for each of specialization, credibility, and coordination manifestations), with items designed to elicit members' self-reports about each dimension. Three experts with considerable experience in TMS research reviewed the items for clarity and appropriateness to the construct. On the basis of the experts' reviews, I reworded one item for clarity. The scale items appear in the Appendix.
A TMS is a latent construct not measured directly but rather by its manifestations. The statistical interpretation of a latent TMS variable implies that (a) when a TMS exists, it causes specialized knowledge, mutual trust in others' knowledge, and smooth, coordinated task processing, and (b) specialization, credibility, and coordination covary because they have a common cause. These statistical relationships mirror the theoretical relationships I described earlier. Specialization, credibility, and coordination are also latent variables, measured indirectly by five items each. Thus, the full TMS measurement model represents TMS as a secondorder factor (TMSs) indicated by three first-order factors (specialization, credibility, coordination), each of which is indicated by five items. I tested this measurement model, and the reliability and validity of the initial scale, with the three studies described next.
Study 1
Description
The main purposes of Study 1 were to establish an internally consistent scale and to begin validation testing. I designed Study 1 as a laboratory experiment not only because a large sample was needed for initial reliability testing but also because past research has demonstrated that TMSs can develop in laboratory teams (Moreland, 1999) . The intended outcomes of Study 1 included a set of items comprising a reliable scale and preliminary validation analyses confirming that the scale behaves in a manner consistent with past research.
Sample
Participants in Study 1 were 372 students recruited from three sections of an undergraduate business course at a large public university in the southwest United States. Course instructors, who were not involved in the research, gave participating students extra credit toward their course grade. There were 102 male participants and 270 female participants. The participants averaged 21 years in age and had an average of 3 years of full-time work experience. Sixty percent of the participants were Caucasian, 12% were Hispanic, 10% were Asian, 4% were African American, and 14% left the ethnic origin question blank.
Tasks
The tasks and procedures used in Study 1 were very similar to those used in the Moreland and colleagues' studies (e.g., Liang et al., 1995; Moreland & Myaskovsky, 2000) so that I could reliably produce TMSs. I examined three-person teams assembling an electronic device kit comparable with the radio kits used in the Moreland studies. After pilot testing several electronic kits, our research team chose a kit for assembling a telephone (AmeriKit, Model AK-750, ScienceKits.com), because it had the advantages of being a familiar object and, similar to the radio kit, was a complex task that required no prior electronics experience. The telephone kit had approximately 40 parts, including plastic housings for the telephone base and headset, screws and washers, mouth and earpiece devices, faceplate parts, and several circuitry components and wires. Pilot testing showed that assembling the telephone required 27 ordered steps and that it could be assembled in approximately 30 min.
Similar to the Moreland studies, I used training to evoke TMSs. I expected that teams whose members were trained together would develop TMSs and would outperform teams whose members were trained separately. Members of teams with TMSs should have specialized and differentiated knowledge about the task. In pilot testing, members reported having specific expertise in "telephone base assembly," "circuitry," "screws," "assembling number faceplate," or "snapping the phone together," suggesting some areas of specialization that could develop in high-TMS teams.
Procedure
A doctoral student research assistant made a brief presentation to students, explaining that they would be working in teams to assemble an electronic device. Students who agreed to participate were randomly assigned to same-sex three-person teams at the start of the experiment. Each experiment session lasted approximately 2 hr, with 1 hr devoted to training, and the remaining time devoted to performing the assembly task and completing a survey. At the start of the session, the research assistant spent about 15 min demonstrating how to assemble the telephone. Team members were allowed to ask questions during the demonstration and again during a 30-min practice period that followed. At the conclusion of the 1-hr training period, we instructed teams to assemble the kit under timed conditions and not to exceed 30 min. Half of the participants performed the assembly task in their training teams (intact condition). The remaining participants were reassigned to new teams composed of members with whom they were not trained (scrambled condition). Team members in both conditions were told to assemble the kit as quickly as possible, with the fewest assembly errors. After 30 min, team members completed a paperand-pencil survey asking them about their team and task processes, including the 15 TMS scale items. The research assistant examined teams' assemblies and scored them for accuracy using detailed assembly guidelines he had developed from previous pilot testing.
Aggregation Analysis
I assessed intragroup agreement (r wg ) on the TMS scale items to confirm that members' responses were similar enough to be aggregated into a team score. Because the scale was designed to reflect three dimensions indicated by five items each, I assessed r wg for each of the three subscales (Cohen, Doveh, & Eick, 2001 
Phase 1: Internal Consistency-Item Analysis and Reliability
One goal of Study 1 was to choose a set of items that form an internally consistent scale. I evaluated items for each subscale (specialization, credibility, and coordination) in both the memberlevel and team-level datasets by examining item-total correlations and coefficient alpha (DeVellis, 1991; Spector, 1992) . Although the scale was designed to reflect a team-level construct, I expected the scale to be internally consistent in both member-level and team-level data. The item-total correlations for all items were all above .47 for each subscale, showing strong relationships between items and their scales. The alpha reliabilities for the specialization, credibility, and coordination subscales were acceptable in both member-level (␣ ϭ 0.80, 0.83, 0.78, respectively) and team-level data (␣ ϭ 0.84, 0.81, 0.83, respectively). These results indicate the scale is internally consistent and suggest no deletions from the scale because the item correlations and alpha reliabilities for all three subscales were high.
Phase 2: Dimensionality-Confirmatory Factor Analysis
Given that the 15-item scale was designed to reflect three manifestations of TMSs, I expected to confirm a three-factor structure underlying the TMS construct. I performed confirmatory factor analyses (CFAs) to determine whether a three-factor solution best fit the data compared with alternative models of one-and two-factor solutions. I analyzed both individual-level data and team-level data to compare the factor structures across levels using the EQS software package (Bentler, 1989) . The hypothesized measurement model includes a second-order TMS factor, indicated by three first-order factors (specialization, credibility, coordination), indicated by five items each. No cross-loadings were allowed. Two items in each of the credibility and coordination scales are reverse-coded and likely share variance due to method effects (Byrne, 1994) , so I hypothesized a priori that the error terms of these items covary within each scale. All models were analyzed with these two error covariances specified. The hypothesized and alternative models are nested, so model fit could be compared between models by using chi-square difference tests.
Following recommendations by Hoyle and Panter (1995) , I evaluated model fit by using several fit indices, including the standardized root-mean-square residual (SRMR), comparative fit index (CFI; Bentler, 1990) , and incremental fit index (IFI; Bolen, 1989) . The latter two are fairly stable in smaller samples (N Ͻ 250). Other indices (e.g., chi-square, goodness-of-fit index, adjusted goodness-of-fit index, normed fit index, Akaike Information Criterion) behave erratically or are not robust in smaller samples (Hu & Bentler, 1995) , and thus they are less appropriate for evaluating fit in this study. I do use the chi-square, however, to compare nested CFA models of different factor structures.
The CFA of the hypothesized measurement model showed a good fit in both the individual-level, 2 (85, N ϭ 372) ϭ 233.39, p Ͻ .01, SRMR ϭ .07, CFI ϭ .93, IFI ϭ .93, and team-level data, 2 (85, N ϭ 124) ϭ 156.00, p Ͻ .01, SRMR ϭ .08, CFI ϭ .92, IFI ϭ .92, with all indices falling within acceptable ranges (Hu & Bentler, 1995) . In both datasets, the item loadings were significant ( p Ͻ .05) and were all well above .40 on their respective factors. The hypothesized error covariance between two credibility items was significant (0.36, p Ͻ .05), but the error covariance between two coordination items was not significant in the team-level data.
I compared the hypothesized measurement model with four alternative models: a one-factor model, in which all items were modeled as indicators of a single TMS factor; and three two-factor models, in which one first-order factor is modeled with five indicators, and the other first-order factor is modeled with 10 indicators from the other two dimensions. Because I originally hypothesized two error covariances, I retained this specification in all model tests despite that one error covariance was not significant in the hypothesized model. Results from these CFAs suggest that none of the alternative models fits the data well, and chi-square difference tests show the hypothesized structure is statistically significantly better than any of the alternatives. These results were consistent in both the member-level and team-level data. The CFA fit statistics for the hypothesized and alternative models appear in Table 1 . Figure 1 shows the results for the hypothesized measurement model with team-level data.
Phase 3: Validity Testing
Convergent validity. Convergent validity can be assessed by comparing scores on the new scale with an established measure of the same or similar construct. Although no such established measure exists, judges' observations of specialization, credibility, and coordination behaviors were used in several previous TMS experiments, so I used observational ratings as a comparison measure of TMSs. Positive correlations between the scale scores and judges' observations would be evidence of convergent validity of the scale (Campbell & Fiske, 1959) . Two doctoral students blind to the condition (intact vs. scrambled teams) observed 34 teams during the assembly task. The judges rated the extent to which members displayed behaviors indicative of specialized and differentiated knowledge, mutual reliance on member expertise, and smooth, efficient task processing. Both judges rated 10 teams, discussed and reconciled differences, and then separately rated the remaining 24 teams. Scales for specialization, credibility, and coordination were computed by summing the appropriate items. Correlations between judges' ratings and the subscales were r ϭ .34, p Ͻ .05 for specialization; r ϭ .41, p Ͻ .05, for credibility; and r ϭ .51, p Ͻ .01, for coordination. The positive correlations provide some evidence that the scale is measuring the specialization, credibility, and coordination behaviors characteristic of TMSs. Unfortunately, the research team was not able to observe all teams in the sample; therefore, these results should be interpreted with caution. Considering that the measurement methods (self-report vs. observation) and sources (team vs. judge) were different; however, even low to moderate correlations are suggestive of convergent validity (Schwab, 1980) . Discriminant validity. I tested discriminant validity of the scale by using factor analyses of the scale items with items from other constructs. If items from other constructs are distinct from the TMS scale items (i.e., load on different factors), it is evidence of discriminant validity (DeVellis, 1991) . Two other group process variables-motivation and team cohesiveness-served as comparison constructs. Motivation was measured with two items ("I was highly motivated to perform this task well," and "My team was highly motivated to perform this task well"), as was cohesiveness ("This group worked as a cohesive team in order to complete the task" and "There was a feeling of 'team spirit' within this workgroup").
I evaluated two CFA models for each comparison construct. In the first model, I specified the motivation (or cohesiveness) items loading on their own factor, covaried with the TMS second-order factor modeled as before. I compared this to a second model, in which the motivation (cohesiveness) items were specified to load on the specialization, coordination, and credibility subfactors instead of on their own factor. If the fit of the first model is significantly better than the second model, then one can conclude that the comparison items form their own factor and are distinct from the TMS scale items. All analyses were performed on teamlevel data.
Results of the CFAs and from model comparisons suggest that the motivation and cohesiveness items are indeed distinct from the TMS scale items. For motivation, the fit of the first measurement model was 2 (113, N ϭ 124) ϭ 229.05, p Ͻ .01, SRMR ϭ .09, CFI ϭ .89, IFI ϭ .90, for the second it was 2 (110, N ϭ 124) ϭ 352.75, p Ͻ. 01, SRMR ϭ .10, CFI ϭ .77, IFI ϭ .78, and the chi-square difference test was significant, ⌬ 2 (3, N ϭ 124) ϭ 123.70, p Ͻ .01. In the first model, the motivation item loadings were significant (0.86 and 0.85, p Ͻ .01) on the motivation factor, as was the covariance between the motivation and TMS factors (0.50, p Ͻ .01). In the second model, however, the motivation items did not load significantly on the specialization or credibility factors. The items did load on the coordination factor, but another CFA modeled with motivation loading only on the coordination factor was still inferior to the first model, . In the first model, cohesiveness items loaded significantly on their own factor (0.76 and 0.77, p Ͻ .01), and the covariance between the TMS and cohesiveness factors was significant at .56 ( p Ͻ .01). In the second model, the cohesiveness items were not significant on the specialization and credibility factors but loaded significantly on the coordination factor. A model with the items loading on the coordination factor alone was inferior to the first model, 2 (114, N ϭ 124) ϭ 264.61, p Ͻ .01, SRMR ϭ .10, CFI ϭ .84, IFI ϭ .85, ⌬ 2 (1, N ϭ 124) ϭ 54.43, p Ͻ .01, confirming that the cohesiveness items are distinct from the TMS items. Along with results from the motivation CFAs described above, these findings suggest the TMS scale is distinct from other constructs that it is not intended to measure, which is evidence of discriminant validity.
Criterion-related validity. I examined two types of criterionrelated validity. The first, known-groups validity (Spector, 1992) , is based on hypothesized differences in scores from different groups of respondents. Previous laboratory research revealed that teams trained together develop TMSs, whereas teams whose members are trained separately do not (Moreland, 1999) . Therefore, I expected that teams whose members were trained together would score higher on specialization, credibility, and coordination than would teams whose membership was scrambled after training. I tested for between-group differences on the subscale means by using one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA), with training-performance condition as the factor. The difference between specialization means was significant, F(1, 122) ϭ 4.31, p Ͻ .05, with intact teams (M ϭ 15.71, SD ϭ 2.42) scoring higher than scrambled teams (M ϭ 14.77, SD ϭ 2.56). Similarly, the difference in credibility means was significant, F(1, 122) ϭ 3.85, p Ͻ .05, with intact team scores (M ϭ 20.10, SD ϭ 1.36) higher than scrambled team scores (M ϭ 19.50, SD ϭ 1.48). Coordination means differed significantly, F(1, 122) ϭ 12.41, p Ͻ .01, with scores higher for intact teams (M ϭ 19.79, SD ϭ 1.89) than for scrambled teams (M ϭ 18.35, SD ϭ 2.58). The experimental treatment accounted for 35% of the variance in specialization scores and for 32% and 61% of the variance in credibility and coordination scores, respectively. These results show the subscales behave as predicted, with higher scores for teams who train and perform together.
The second type of criterion-related validity is based on hypothesized relationships between theoretic causes and effects of the test construct. TMSs develop as team members learn about one another's expertise (Wegner, 1987) , accomplished predominantly through interpersonal communication (Hollingshead, 1998a) . The extent to which communication is functional, or task-relevant, should be positively related to members' learning about one another and thus to TMSs. Therefore, I expected that functional communication would be related to the TMS scale. Past laboratory studies have also consistently shown TMSs to predict higher performance in couples' recall (Hollingshead, 1998a (Hollingshead, , 1998b and work team performance (Liang et al., 1995; Moreland & Myaskovsky, 2000) . Thus, I expected that the TMS scale would also be positively related to performance. I measured six functional communication items based on scales designed by Leathers (1972) to determine the extent to which team member communication is relevant, positive, precise, consistent, truthful, and fosters teamwork. Performance was measured by accuracy-how accurately the team assembled the telephoneand time-how quickly the team completed the assembly. I computed a performance composite variable based on time to completion plus a 60-s penalty for each assembly error, making high scores representative of poor performance and low scores representative of high performance.
I computed correlation coefficients using EQS and team-level data. The TMS variable was specified as before, performance was entered as a measured variable, and the functional communication scale was modeled with a single indicator to conserve degrees of freedom. I accounted for measurement error associated with the functional communication scale by setting the path coefficient equal to the square root of the reliability of the scale, and the error variance equal to the variance of the functional communication scale times 1.0 minus its reliability (Hayduk, 1987; Jöreskog & Sörbom, 1989) . Results of correlating the TMS scale with the criterion variables confirm expected relationships because the scale was positively related to functional communication (r ϭ .61, p Ͻ .05) and negatively related to poor performance (r ϭ -.76, p Ͻ .05). Means, standard deviations, reliability coefficients, and intercorrelations for Study 1 variables appear in Table 2 .
The objective of Study 1 was to define a set of items that form an internally consistent and valid scale. Results from reliability testing and CFAs suggest that the 15-item scale is reliable, with three distinct but related dimensions as expected. Initial validity testing also suggests the scale is related to alternative measures (convergent validity), is distinct from constructs with which it is not theoretically related (discriminant validity), and correlates predictably to constructs with which it should be theoretically related (criterion-related validity). These results suggest that the initial scale is valid and is ready for testing in other samples.
Study 2: Assessment of Scale Items in an Applied Setting
The purpose of Study 2 was to reassess the TMS scale items in a more realistic setting with an applied task. As in Study 1, I examined scale reliability, interitem correlations, internal structure (dimensionality), and relationships between the TMS scale and other constructs.
Sample
I collected validation data as part of a larger study examining team processes and performance. This sample consisted of 260 second-year MBA student consultants, their faculty advisors, and client organizations. The MBA student consultants formed 64 teams assigned to management-consulting projects with actual client organizations as part of a required semester-long course.
The validation sample reported here is a subset of a larger sample of 346 students and 71 teams. Team size ranged from between three and six members, and I chose teams for the validation sample if at least three members of the team responded. Thus, the validation sample consists of those teams best represented by their members' responses. Twenty-nine percent (29%) of the respondents were female, with an average age of 27 years. They had .37* -Note. Study 1 performance is scored such that low values represent higher performance (faster and more accurate assembly). Study 3 scale scores were computed as the sum of items in the scale.
The transactive memory system scale composite was computed as the weighted sum of subscale items. * p Ͻ .05. ** p Ͻ .01.
an average of 4 years full-time work experience, ranging between 0 and 12 years. The racial composition of the sample was varied, with 3% African American, 23% Asian American, 4% Hispanic, 63% Caucasian, and 7% choosing "other" for their racial identification.
Task
The MBA student participants provided management consulting services to client organizations in the Washington, DC, metropolitan area. Each participating client had a consulting engagement that could be addressed in a 3-month timeframe. Typical projects involved market and competitor analyses, strategic plans, or technical systems analysis and design. Like those of professional management consulting teams, team tasks required team members to have expertise in a variety of functional areas, including expertise in marketing, finance, technology (e.g., information systems, logistics), and management, suggesting this is an appropriate sample for testing hypotheses about TMSs. The following actual engagement description illustrates a typical set of project tasks.
For a large telecommunications services firm, you have been asked to evaluate and make recommendations for how they sell and distribute their consumer services. The project would consist of an assessment of the U.S. market for these services, a comparison of major competitors' sales, marketing, and distribution strategies, and an evaluation of consumer preferences. Based on these analyses, the consultants will deliver a report analyzing the strengths and weaknesses of the company's current sales and distribution strategies, and make recommendations for improvements.
Throughout the project, consultants and clients interacted as needed during the project definition, planning, research, analysis, and presentation phases. 
Aggregation Analysis
I performed the same r wg calculations as in Study 1 to assess within-team agreement on the subscales. The average r wg was .89, with 92% of the estimates above .70 (176 of the 192 estimates). Eighty-four percent (161 out of 192 estimates) of the r wg values were above .80, and 58% (111 out of 192) were above .90. These results suggest that the items are sufficiently similar within teams to be aggregated to the team level of analysis.
Phase 1: Internal Consistency-Item Analysis and Reliability
Item-total correlations within each subscale were all above .40, indicating acceptable relationships between items and their scales. Alpha reliabilities of the specialization, credibility, and coordination subscales were high in both member-level (␣ ϭ 0.88, 0.94, 0.90, respectively) and team-level data (␣ ϭ 0.86, 0.88, 0.91, respectively). These findings are consistent with findings from Study 1 and suggest the items form internally consistent subscales.
Phase 2: Dimensionality-Confirmatory Factor Analysis
I performed CFAs on the Study 2 data to confirm the hypothesized TMS measurement model, once again comparing the hypothesized model with one-and two-factor models. The CFA of the hypothesized measurement model was a good fit to the individual-level data, 2 (85, N ϭ 260) ϭ 328.34, p Ͻ .01, SRMR ϭ .06, CFI ϭ .93, IFI ϭ .93, and team-level data, 2 (85, N ϭ 64) ϭ 133.03, p Ͻ .01, SRMR ϭ .09, CFI ϭ .93, IFI ϭ .93. In both cases, factor loadings were significant ( p Ͻ .01), with items loading well above .40 on the appropriate factor. The error covariances between reverse-coded items were significant in both member and team-level data. Tests of alternative one-and twofactor models suggest that neither the member-level nor the teamlevel data fit these structures well and that the hypothesized model is statistically superior to each of the alternatives. As in Study 1, these CFA tests confirm a three-dimensional structure underlying the TMS construct. Fit statistics for all of the CFA models tested in Study 2 appear in Table 1 . Path coefficients for team-level data are shown in Figure 1 .
Phase 3: Validity Testing
TMS theory makes the following predictions relevant to the Study 2 teams. First, when members specialize in different domains of expertise, confidently rely on other members to accomplish joint tasks, and coordinate task processes, their team should utilize and integrate task-relevant knowledge more effectively, resulting in higher quality products, products that better meet clients' needs, and timely completion of client projects. Second, because coordinated action is related to understanding what other members know and how knowledge fits together (Cannon-Bowers et al., 1993) , TMSs should be related to members' agreement about which members are expert in what areas. Finally, teams that communicate effectively should be better able to develop effective TMSs (Hollingshead, 1998a) .
Convergent and discriminant validity. I compared the TMS scale with two other constructs, one of which should be related to TMSs (agreement on member-expertise associations) and one that should be unrelated (team autonomy). A positive, significant relationship with member-expertise agreement would demonstrate convergent validity, whereas a low (or nonsignificant) relationship with team autonomy would demonstrate discriminant validity. I computed correlations by using EQS, specifying the TMS scale as before, and by adding five measured variables (described below) to the analysis. Scales for comparison variables were transformed into single-item indicators as before.
Member-expertise agreement was measured by asking respondents "which team members have expertise in what areas?" Respondents listed members' initials and an associated expertise area. I then computed an agreement index by using the network analysis program UCINet (Borgatti, Everett, & Freeman, 1992) . The UCINet program computes several indices, including the Quadratic Assignment Procedure (QAP) index, which measures agree-ment between matrices. The QAP index is essentially a zero-order correlation ranging from -1 to ϩ1, with higher correlations indicating greater agreement. Agreement indices are commonly used in team mental model research (Mohammed et al., 2000) . One example is a study by Mathieu et al. (2000) who measured mental model convergence using the same QAP agreement index.
The autonomy items assessed the degree to which teams managed their own operations, processes, and decisions without a lot of control or guidance from the team advisor. An example autonomy item is, "The members of this team are responsible for determining the methods, procedures, and schedules with which our work is completed." Although it is reasonable to expect that specialized trustworthy knowledge and coordinated interactions emerge in teams whose learning and task processes are selfdirected, they may be just as likely to emerge when an authority figure formally assigns different roles and responsibilities to team members (Stasser et al., 1995) . Hence, I expected that the TMS scale would be only weakly related to team autonomy.
The correlation between the QAP agreement index and the TMS scale was r ϭ .55 ( p Ͻ .05), demonstrating that the scale is related to members' agreement about member-expertise associations and suggesting convergent validity. The correlation between the TMS scale and autonomy was r ϭ .28 ( p Ͻ .05), confirming the expected weak relationship and providing some evidence of the discriminant validity of the scale. Additional evidence of discriminant validity was apparent from the criterion comparisons described next.
Criterion-related validity. As with Study 1, I expected that the TMS scale would be positively related to functional communication and team performance. The measure of functional communication is identical to that in Study 1. Performance data was gathered from team advisors and from teams' clients at the end of the consulting projects. Each respondent answered questions about the quality of final products, time efficiency, timeliness, conflict resolution, and meeting client needs.
The correlation between the TMS scale and functional communication was positive and significant (r ϭ .89, p Ͻ .01), as were the correlations between the TMS scale and advisor (r ϭ .53, p Ͻ .01) and client ratings of performance (r ϭ .48, p Ͻ .01). These results confirm strong relationships between the constructs and suggest criterion-related validity of the TMS scale. Interestingly, the correlations between member-expertise agreement and performance were not significant (r ϭ .22, p ϭ .07) for both client and advisor ratings, implying that the TMS scale does measure something different from member-expertise agreement. In addition, the correlations between the TMS scale and autonomy are much lower than the correlations between the TMS scale and the communication and performance variables. This is further evidence of the discriminant validity of the TMS scale because the subscales are less related to a theoretically distinct construct than to the criterion variables (Campbell & Fiske, 1959) . Means, standard deviations, reliability coefficients, and intercorrelations for Study 2 variables appear in Table 2 .
The reliability results, CFA comparison results, and results from correlating the scale with alternative measures, theoretically distinct constructs, and hypothesized causes and effects suggest that the scale is internally consistent and valid. The fact that similar findings emerged from both the laboratory and an applied setting with a more realistic and complex set of tasks strengthens inferences about scale validity.
Study 3: Cross-Validation in an Organizational Setting
Although results from Study 1 and Study 2 are encouraging, it is important that they be replicated in other samples, especially in actual organizational settings. Study 3 was designed with this in mind. The goals for Study 3 were to reassess the scale's internal consistency and to evaluate how the TMS scale relates to other constructs. If the pattern of relationships is similar to the pattern of intercorrelations found in Study 2, it would provide strong evidence that the TMS scale is valid.
Sample
The participants in Study 3 were managers and team members from 11 high-technology companies in the southwest United States. The companies included two electronics/components manufacturers, six hardware and software producers, and one company in each of the telecommunications, chemical, and aerospace industries. Fifty-three managers were invited to participate in the study while they attended an engineering executive program offered at a public university in the southwest United States. Thirtyone managers agreed to participate in the study and recruited other members of their work teams for a total of 158 participants. Actual team sizes ranged from 3 to 15. Not all members of all teams completed the study, so I included teams with three or more respondents (one three-person team with two respondents was also included), resulting in a usable sample of 146 members and 27 teams.
Eighty-three percent of the respondents were male, and the average age of respondents was 37 years. The ethnic and racial composition of the sample included 56% Caucasian respondents, 12% Asian, 6% Asian Indian, 6% Hispanic, and 8% African American respondents. The remaining 12% left the question blank or chose "other" for their ethnic origin. Team members had an average of 12 years industry experience, 7 years with their current organization, and had spent an average of 3 years on the same team. Five percent of the respondents had doctoral degrees, 33% had master's degrees, 57% reported bachelors degrees, and 5% reported high school diplomas as the highest level of education they attained.
Tasks
Most of the team members were engineers who worked on knowledge tasks-that is, tasks that depend on members having specialized knowledge and expertise. Of the 27 teams, nine were project teams, defined as product development, research, and ad hoc teams working on a time-limited task (Edmondson, 1999) ; seven were cross-functional teams, defined as teams that are constructed for a specific time-limited task, with members from different departments and areas; and 11 were functional teams, with members from the same department and area, consisting of managers and direct reports working in the same functional area. Tasks differed somewhat among the different types of teams. For example, "launching new custom products" was a typical task reported by members of project and cross-functional teams. Func-tional teams, on the other hand, were frequently characterized as ongoing support teams whose members worked on a variety of technical tasks in parallel (e.g., troubleshooting, training, analysis). Thus, whereas all teams engaged in technical, expertise-based tasks, team tasks differed somewhat in terms of breadth and duration of tasks. I expected members' expertise to be highly task-specific in areas such as design, testing, production, delivery, troubleshooting, planning, and program management.
Procedure
A professor not associated with this research agreed to present a description of the study to 53 managers enrolled in an executive program for engineering professionals. I provided the professor with materials describing the research, the required time commitment, instructions, and an example of a report I promised to provide participants at the end of the study. The professor described the study as a "research project about expertise in teams," and emphasized that participation was voluntary. The following day I sent the executives an e-mail message further describing the study, along with a consent form and instructions for participating. The e-mail message also contained a hyperlink to a Web page containing an online survey that participants were asked to complete. Those managers interested in taking part in the study forwarded the e-mail to all of the members of their workgroup at their respective companies. Workgroup members were also told their participation was voluntary and were assured of anonymity. I asked managers and team members to complete the survey within 3 weeks.
The online survey collected demographic information, information about the workgroup and team tasks, and contained items for the TMS scale, member expertise, functional communication, autonomy, and performance. Team members and managers responded to all questions, although I evaluated their responses about team performance separately. The survey took approximately 15 min to complete, and it was programmed to ensure that respondents answered the survey only once. At the end of the study, I prepared reports for participating teams. Each report presented aggregate information about the specific team and summary results for the other teams in the sample. The professor distributed reports during the next class session held approximately 1 month after the study was first presented.
Aggregation Analysis
Intragroup agreement on the TMS subscales was very high. The average r wg was .92, with 100% of the estimates above .70 (81 of the 81 estimates). Ninety-five percent (77 of 81 estimates) of the r wg values were above .80, and 75% (61 of 81) were above .90. These results suggest the items are highly similar within teams, justifying aggregation.
Phase 1: Internal Consistency-Item Analysis and Reliability
As in Studies 1 and 2, results from item and reliability analyses show that the scale is internally consistent in the Study 3 data. The item-total correlations for all scales were above .35, and the alpha reliabilities for the specialization, credibility, and coordination scales were acceptable in both member-level (␣ ϭ 0.81, 0.85, 0.85, respectively) and team-level (␣ ϭ 0.76, 0.79, 0.82, respectively) data.
Phase 2: Validity Testing-Convergent, Discriminant, and Criterion-Related Validity Similar to the MBA teams in Study 2, I expected that members of teams with TMSs would report having specialized knowledge, understanding and relying on the specializations of other members, and performing team tasks smoothly and efficiently. I examined validity of the scale by correlating the TMS scale with the same constructs that were examined in Study 2. Measures for memberexpertise agreement, autonomy, functional communication, and performance were identical to those used in Study 2. I expected that the TMS scale would be positively related to memberexpertise agreement (convergent validity), weakly related to a theoretically distinct construct (autonomy), and positively related to functional communication and team performance (criterionrelated validity).
The team-level sample size in Study 3 is too small for structural equation modeling techniques, so I did not model the TMS scale as before. Instead, I computed a weighted sum of subscale items to approximate the three-dimensional nature of the TMS construct. Although inferior to the latent variable model, the weighted combination is preferred over a nonweighted sum of all 15 items of the scale, given evidence that the Study 1 and Study 2 data did not fit a one-factor model well. I computed weights for specialization, credibility, and coordination subscales by estimating a scale construction model in EQS using Study 1 and Study 2 data. The technique, described more fully in Kim and Mueller (1978) , essentially involves regressing the TMS factor on its subfactors and items while still taking into account the hypothesized measurement model. Scale weights are given by the regression coefficients. Weights in both Study 1 and Study 2 data were of similar magnitude (specialization weights were .46 and .33; credibility weights were .15 and .29, and coordination weights were .56 and .54, respectively), so I averaged them and used these as weights to compute a TMS composite score.
The correlation between the TMS composite and memberexpertise agreement was positive and significant (r ϭ .48, p Ͻ .05), as were correlations with functional communication (r ϭ .79, p Ͻ .05), team assessments of performance (r ϭ .73, p Ͻ .05) and manager performance ratings (r ϭ .57, p Ͻ .05). These results support convergent and criterion-related validity. One unexpected finding was that the specialization subscale was not significantly correlated with the performance variables. A low correlation coefficient can result if scores from a subset of the sample differ systematically from another subset. I checked for differences in specialization means between team types by using ANOVA. The overall ANOVA model was not significant, F(2, 26) ϭ 2.176, p ϭ .13), but post hoc tests (Tukey's multiple comparison test) revealed that the project team mean (M ϭ 21.67, SD ϭ 1.60, N ϭ 9) was significantly larger (D ϭ 2.10, p Ͻ .05, one-tailed test) than the functional team mean (M ϭ 19.58, SD ϭ 2.69, N ϭ 11). Furthermore, the correlation between specialization and performance for functional teams was not significant (r ϭ .04, p ϭ .90), implying that specialization had little relationship with performance for these teams. The small sample sizes limit generaliza-tions of these results, but the findings do explain why the correlation between specialization and performance across all teams is low in this sample.
I evaluated discriminant validity by correlating the TMS scale with autonomy. I argued that TMSs could theoretically develop in autonomous teams as well as in teams in which managers determine members' roles and responsibilities. Consistent with expectations, the autonomy measure was weakly related to the TMS composite (r ϭ .36, p Ͻ .10), suggesting discriminant validity of the scale. Stronger evidence of discriminant validity comes from comparing the magnitude of the TMS scale and autonomy correlations against the magnitude of TMS correlations with functional communication and performance, which are generally higher than the autonomy correlations. This suggests that TMS and autonomy are distinct constructs. Furthermore, as in Study 2, memberexpertise agreement did not correlate strongly to performance (r ϭ .22 for manager ratings, r ϭ .23 for team ratings, p Ͼ .10), implying that the TMS scale measures something different from agreement about members' expertise.
Results from Study 3 are quite similar to results from Studies 1 and 2. The TMS scale was internally consistent in the high-tech sample, and the pattern of relationships between the TMS composite scale and other constructs is consistent with hypothesized relationships. One exception was the specialization subscale, which appeared to behave differently in functional teams. In all, however, these findings provide evidence that the TMS scale is valid in field settings and for actual work teams. Means, standard deviations, reliability coefficients, and intercorrelations for Study 3 variables appear in Table 2 .
Exploratory Analysis: Boundary Conditions
The fact that specialization scores were lower in functional teams could mean that TMSs operate differently in different types of teams. Functional team tasks differ from the other team tasks in this sample because they are not time delimited and often do not require members to work jointly on a single problem. Such task characteristics may be less likely to promote TMSs because transactive memory develops only when one person relies on another to know different information necessary for completing a joint task. One respondent described his functional team as follows: "Each person is good or an expert in the tools he supports. Most tasks do not require interaction among the members of the team but some tasks span the knowledge of several members." It is possible that, although expertise is important in these teams, integrating that expertise is not necessarily critical to performance. Indeed, the TMS means are significantly lower, t(17, N ϭ 27) ϭ 1.70, p Ͻ .05 (one-tailed test), for functional teams (M ϭ 22.38, SD ϭ 2.22) than for cross-functional and project teams (M ϭ 23.72, SD ϭ 1.67), suggesting that TMSs were less likely to develop or were less useful in functional teams. Teams did not differ significantly in scores for member-expertise agreement, autonomy, functional communication, or performance. The small comparison sample sizes prohibit strong inferences about how functional teams differ from other teams, but the TMS means tests do suggest differences may exist.
General Discussion
This study provides initial evidence that the theoretically driven 15-item scale is a conceptually and statistically valid measure of TMSs. The characteristics of the scale make it appropriate for field settings because the items are task-independent and allow comparisons between different teams and tasks. I designed the TMS scale with three dimensions, reflecting the specialization, credibility, and coordination manifestations of the TMS construct (Moreland, 1999) . CFAs confirmed that three factors do underlie the construct. Convergent, discriminant, and criterion-related validity tests in all three samples suggest the scale behaves as expected because it was related to similar constructs, distinct from constructs it is not intended to measure, and significantly related to hypothesized causes and effects of TMSs.
Value of the TMS Construct
How can the TMS construct add to our knowledge about team and organizational performance? First, it can explain how members of effective teams apply what they know. Wegner (1987) observed that teams with a history of working together divided the cognitive labor of their tasks, with each member specializing in some areas and not others. Empirical research has shown that cooperatively sharing the memory requirements of the task encourages members to divulge and communicate uniquely held information (Stasser, Vaughan, & Stewart, 2000) , as well as to ensure that a greater amount of relevant knowledge is applied to team tasks (Hollingshead, 1998b; Moreland, 1999) . The TMS construct can help us differentiate between low-and high-performing teams by suggesting that members of high-performing teams agree to specialize in different domains so that a large amount of taskspecific knowledge is applied to team tasks.
The TMS construct can also help diagnose poor performing teams and identify how to address problems. For example, if a poor-performing team is composed of members who possess adequate expertise, other elements of a TMS may be deficient. The members may be failing to rely on one another's expertise, developing redundant knowledge instead of deepening expertise and learning how members' knowledge fits together.
Finally, the TMS construct can help organizations predict and prevent knowledge underutilization by giving insight into how teams should be composed. For example, if members already have complementary expertise, TMSs may develop more quickly. One option could be to keep a core set of members together across multiple tasks. Staffing teams with one or more clear experts may also facilitate TMS development because the salience of experts' domains can encourage other members to quickly take responsibility for other areas. If the TMS construct can help explain, diagnose, and circumvent problems in teams, it does have value, especially to organizations whose performance depends on optimizing knowledge assets.
Contributions and Implications
This study makes three important contributions to TMS theory. First, it provides conceptual and empirical evidence that specialized and differentiated team knowledge, members' trust and reliance on others' knowledge, and smooth, coordinated task pro-cesses indeed reflect TMSs, as Moreland and colleagues (1996 Moreland and colleagues ( , 1999 Moreland and colleagues ( , 2000 proposed. Findings from this study complement past laboratory studies that measured TMSs by individual and group recall and by ratings of specialization, credibility, and coordination behaviors. Using methods and procedures similar to the Moreland studies, I found the same measures to be significantly correlated with the new TMS scale. Together, these results confirm that indirect measures are effective at tapping the transactive memory construct. This is important to field research because measuring TMSs by direct means is infeasible in many applied settings.
Second, the study demonstrates that TMSs are related to, but distinct from, members' agreement about who knows what. The positive and significant correlations between the TMS scale and member-expertise agreement support Wegner's (1987) original definition of TMSs as composed partly of shared knowledge. The measures were differentially related to other constructs, however, supporting the contention that it is the second part of TMSsmembers' transactive memories-that distinguishes TMSs from shared cognition about expertise, or from team mental models that are measured by agreement about expertise. Several authors (e.g., Kraiger & Wenzel, 1997; Mohammed & Dumville, 2001 ) have suggested that agreement measures do not adequately reflect the multidimensionality of the team mental model concept, so these findings do not necessarily suggest an empirical distinction between TMSs and team mental models.
1 Instead, these findings highlight that, for certain types of teams, cooperatively divergent expertise is an important accompaniment to shared conceptualizations about who knows what.
I favor Mohammed and Dumville's (2001) integrative approach when considering the relationship between TMSs and team mental models. Rather than advocate for the superiority of any one conceptualization of team knowledge, Mohammed and Dumville suggested there is much to be gained by integrating the theoretical perspectives of different team knowledge concepts. For example, the aspect of team mental model theory that emphasizes shared or convergent knowledge could help TMS researchers understand how shared conceptualizations of members' expertise develop, and what types of organizational interventions could facilitate shared conceptualizations. The studies described in Cannon-Bowers and Salas (1998) and research by Stout et al. (1999) are some examples of research that has advanced thinking in this area. Similarly, TMSs' emphasis on encoding, storage, and retrieval processes (Hollingshead, 1998a (Hollingshead, , 1998b (Hollingshead, , 2001 could help team mental model researchers define the cognitive mechanisms that lead to the kind of divergent knowledge that is efficient and effective for team performance.
A third contribution of this study is that it reveals potential boundary conditions of TMS theory. Functional teams in Study 3 had lower TMS scores and reported lower levels of specialization than did cross-functional and project teams. Key differences in functional team tasks may have contributed to lower scores. Functional team tasks are ongoing, as opposed to time delimited, with different subsets of team members working at the same time on comparatively unrelated tasks. Functional team tasks still require that members possess specialized expertise, but compared with project and cross-functional teams, it may be less critical for members of functional teams to integrate expertise in order to perform well. When task performance depends on expertise utilization, but not on expertise integration, there is little need for a team to develop a cooperative memory system. TMSs may be most useful to teams whose members must pool and coordinate knowledge to perform their tasks.
The study also makes practical contributions for researchers and practitioners. Because the TMS items do not depend on the task domain or on the length or complexity of team tasks, the scale could be used to compare teams over time and in a variety of task settings and contexts. These benefits extend to laboratory researchers who could use the scale to compare teams engaged in different tasks or to compare findings across different samples and studies. Because the scale consists of self-report items that can be interpreted using basic statistical techniques, practitioners could also administer the scale in their own organizations to diagnose expertise utilization and integration in teams.
Limitations and Future Research Directions
Despite its contributions, this study has limitations that should be addressed in future research and validity testing. First, the sample size for Study 3 was not large enough to make strong inferences about how TMSs operate in different types of teams. Further research with larger samples and varied team types is needed to validate the TMS scale and examine how TMS differs among teams. The small sample size also affected how I modeled the TMS scale, because structural equation modeling (SEM) techniques are inappropriate for small samples. I modeled the scale as a composite of weighted specialization, credibility, and coordination scores by using weights based on empirical findings from Studies 1 and 2. However, much more empirical evidence would be needed in order to recommend appropriate weights for researchers to apply to the scale in future studies. I examined correlations for both weighted and unweighted versions of the TMS composite in the Study 3 data and found that they were similarly related to other constructs, resulting in the same inferences regardless of which composite scale was used. From a practical standpoint, the unweighted composite is probably an adequate representation of the construct in very small samples. Only strong relationships achieve statistical significance in small samples, so slight differences between the weighted and unweighted scale scores are unlikely to dramatically affect results and interpretations. The latent model of the TMS construct is preferable to either of these composites, however, so whenever possible, researchers should model the TMS scale using SEM techniques.
Another limitation evident from the study's findings is that four reverse-worded items introduced a statistically significant amount of error in the TMS measurement model. In future studies, I recommend that researchers modify these two credibility and coordination items to be consistent with the other scale items. For example, one credibility item could be reworded from "I did not have much faith in other members' expertise" to "I had a lot of faith in other members' expertise." The order of presentation of the items also may have affected the measurement model because I presented the subscales and items in the same order in all three studies. I consistently found that the item-total correlation for the first credibility item was much lower than interitem correlations for the other credibility items. Because the first credibility item always followed the specialization subscale, this ordering may explain the comparatively poor performance of the item. In future administrations of the TMS scale, researchers should keep subscale items together but alter the order in which the subscales are presented to avoid a biasing effect.
Other researchers have noted that there are also limits to the benefits of differentiated knowledge and TMSs (e.g., Hollingshead, 2001; Mohammed & Dumville, 2001) . Teams do need to share some overlapping knowledge in order to coordinate their actions and perform well. What we do not know is how much knowledge must be overlapping, and how much specialization is too much. It is clear that specialization without regard to how one member's knowledge combines with or complements others' knowledge will only create "islands of expertise," with none of the mutual interdependence so important in TMSs. Another potential downside of TMSs results when members possess complementary specializations that are not efficient but that persist anyway. Communication processes are supposed to help members learn about what members know and do not know and presumably provide opportunities to correct or adjust members' specializations. However, if members have developed tacit coordination patterns (perhaps on a previous task), they may be less likely to question the credibility of members' expertise. Establishing the limits of the TMS construct as well as its applicability in different types of organizational teams are key areas for future research.
The goal of this study was to develop and validate a TMS measure that would facilitate and encourage field research of TMSs. Past empirical studies provide strong evidence of the positive effects of transactive memory for group performance, but generalizing these findings to field settings requires a measure that can be applied to a range of tasks and problem domains. Although much more research is required, the measure presented here is a first step toward understanding how researchers can examine cooperative memory systems and how they can help teams achieve superior performance.
